
Malaca Instituto
You may download high resolution photos, videos and other tools from the Internet by following the
instructions detailed below:
Malaca Instituto

1. write the following address in the address bar of your browser:
https://downloads.malacainstituto.com
or,
enter our website (www.malacainstituto.com) and click on the agents icon found at the
bottom of the home page.

2. insert the user code and password:
User: agentsmalaca
Password: malagent

3. you should now have access to the menu of promotional tools which you can download. By
clicking on the link you will either automatically open the item via your copy of ZIP or you will
be given the opportunity to download ZIP free of charge.

RE: Use of photos of Malaca Instituto
As I am sure you are aware, we have produced some quite outstanding photos of our school in
Málaga over the last few years and many of our agents unsurprisingly want to make extensive use
of these photos.

Unfortunately in some cases, insufficient care is taken to make sure that our photos are used to
represent only our school or, in the cases of pages of generic information, that there is a clear
statement that the photos are of Malaca Instituto. There have been several extremely
unfortunate cases where our photos have appeared illustrating the pages of our competitors!!

These photos have cost us a lot of money and are our property and subject to copyright. We
ask therefore that you take strenuous measures to ensure that our photos do not get mixed
up with others and in this manner ensure that they are only used in an appropriate manner.

If you are unsure about which photos belong to Malaca Instituto and want to check please do not
hesitate to send us a sheet of copies and we will tell you which are ours in order to avoid future
confusions.

To emphasise the importance of this point we would like you to sign and return (by fax, post or
e-mail) this letter, making it clear that you understand that you may use our photos only in the
manner described above.

Use of photo declaration
I the undersigned confirm that I understand the rules for the usage of photos belonging
to Malaca Instituto and will make every effort to ensure that these are followed.
Name of agency: City:
Name of signatory:
Signed: Date:

Your understanding in this matter is most appreciated. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you
have any doubts whatsoever about the use of our photos.
Ida Willadsen, General Director

See instructions below
about usage of photos.
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